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Brief Introduction 
     GME specializes in the development and 

manufacturing of permanent magnetic couplings, it is 
professional designer and supplier in sealed power 
transmission manufacturing industry. With rich 
experience, GME technical team participate in client’s 
project from initial design to mass production.  

 

      Five major advantages highlight GME Magnetic 
Coupling: high torque, no leakage, no wear, self-
cooling, and overload protection. 

 

      Relying on senior professional engineers and strong 
technical strength, with the entire magnetic drive 
testing and advanced processing equipment, GME 
magnetic coupling is the best choice to meet 
environmental and safety requirements. 
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GME Logo Origin 
• The design for G stems from magnetic 

hysteresis loop; thumbs up means 
GREAT. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
• GME shorts for Great Magtech Electric, 

also self-encouragement as GREAT ME. 
 

• GME Partners, GME Team, GME Service 
and Products are all GREAT. 
 

• And we hope our partners and friends 
can put their thumbs up and say 
“GREAT” when talking about GME. 
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What is magnetic coupling? 
As one of the newly-
developed coupling, 
magnetic coupling is for 
transmitting torque by 
magnetic components. It is 
ideal for torque transmitting 
between the hazardous 
inside and outside parts of 
the high pressure vessel. 
Magnetic coupling is a key 
component to achieve non-
contact torque transmission 
and complete no-leakage.  
 
Magnetic coupling is 
composed of outer 
magnetic rotor, inner 
magnetic rotor and isolation 
cover. The outer magnetic 
rotor is connected with 
motor and exposed outside. 
The inner magnetic rotor 
and the pump shaft are 
integrated together, and the 
whole rotor is contained in 
the pump housing and the 
spacer sleeve and is 
immersed in the 
transmission medium.  

The spacer sleeve, which is 
between the inner and outer 
rotor, is fixed on the pump 
housing so that the pump 
housing and the isolation 
sleeve to be a mutually 
connected and completely 
sealed chamber. 
 
Magnets are closely 
arranged along the 
circumferential direction on 
the outer cylindrical surface 
of inner rotor and inner 
cylindrical surface of outer 
rotor, forming a combination 
of push-pull magnetic 
circuit. 
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How Does Magnetic Coupling Work 
      A magnetic coupling consists of two magnetic 

assemblies and isolation cover. One is the external 
assembly (the driver magnet) and the other is the 
internal assembly (the driven magnet). The external 
assembly is connected to a motor and the internal 
assembly is directly attached to the pump input drive 
shaft. Since the internal magnet is isolated within the 
pump case, seals and therefore leaks are eliminated. 
 

      The coupling deflects angularly and the magnets 
create a force of simultaneous attraction and repulsion 
while the magnetic coupler assembly are working. This 
force is used to transfer torque from the motor to the 
pump drive shaft. This permanent magnet coupling 
creates neither slippage nor induction current during 
rotation. 
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      A seal pump system is formed by installation of pump 
connection flange, O-ring, cooling flanges, pump shaft, 
the inner drive and the inner cylinder seal. And motor 
system is formed by motor connection flange, outer 
magnetic drive and bell jar. Outer magnetic sleeve is 
outside the inner seal cartridge , without touching. 
When the motor and outer magnetic drive rotate 
together, the inner magnetic drive and pump will rotate 
together under the influence of magnetic force. Since 
there are no contacts among the outer magnetic drive, 
inner seal cartridge and the inner magnetic drive, 
magnetic coupling have the advantages of "no leakage, 
no wear, self-cooling and overload protection". 
 

      The seals for metering pumps, feed pumps and 
chemical day tank agitators can all be replaced with a 
permanent magnet coupling to eliminate seal leakage 
and downtime associated with seal replacement. The 
internal submerged magnet is of “sealed” construction. 
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No leakage magnetic coupling power transmission is 
essential in many process control fields. It is widely 
used  in petroleum, chemical, acid, alkali, smelting, 
rare earth, pesticides, dyes, medicine, papermaking, 
electroplating, electrolysis, pickling, radio, foil, 
research institutions, defense industry and other 
production processes conveying corrosive liquids , 
especially for flammable, explosive, volatile, toxic, 
conveying high temperature, strong acids and alkalis, 
organic solvent and precious liquid. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Machining equipment continuously 
updated to ensure accuracy of product 
processing and production capacity. 
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• PEEK high performance isolation units 
are produced by professional specialized 
machinery so as to ensure the stable 
and reliable quality. 
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 PEEK non-metallic materials can reduce 
or even completely avoid eddy current 
losses. 

 Small laser welding heat affected zone, 
rapid and centralized heating, low 
thermal stress, and the automatic laser 
welding ensures the consistency and  
reliability of the weld sealing. 



Application of GME 
Magnetic Coupling 

• Magnetic coupling 
applied in the 
high-pressure 
foaming machine 
system 

 

• Magnetic coupling 
applied in 
chemical reactors 
/ magnetic pump 
delivery system 

 
• Magnetic coupling 

applied in the new 
energy systems 
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• Application on 
high pressure 
machine for 
polyurethane 
 
 

• Application on low 
pressure foaming 
machine 
 
 

• Application on 
storage plant 

 

 
• Application on 

compressor 
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GME Magnetic Coupling-- 
Magnetic Pump 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GME Magnetic coupling - 
Chemical Reactor Magnetic Drive 
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GME Magnetic Coupling-- 
Magnetic Stirrer 
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GME Magnetic Coupling– 
Metering Pump 
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GME Magnetic Coupling– 
Other Pumps 
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Testing Equipment 
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GME Magnetic Coupling 
Dimension-GDSA Series 
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GME Magnetic Coupling 
Dimension-GDSB Series 
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GME Magnetic Coupling 
Dimension-GDSM Series 
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GME Magnetic Coupling 
Dimension-GDH Series 



GME Magnetic Coupling 
Dimension-GPMB Series 
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Case-A2VK Metering Pump 
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Operating Process Attentions 
      Magnetic coupling is the middle connecting part of 

each motion mechanism, it has a direct impact on the 
normal operation of each motion mechanism.  

      
      Therefore, care must be taken when using: 
  
      Magnetic couplings are not allowed to have more than 

the specified axis skew and radial displacement. If the 
problem is serious, the transmission capacity will 
decrease and eventually lead to the transmission parts 
scrapped. 
 

 A: The axis skew can cause friction between inner/outer 
rotor and spacer sleeve, finally lead to rotors and isolation 
sleeve stuck and scrapped. 

 B: Problems in the installation of the inner/outer rotor 
bearing finally lead to rotors and isolation sleeve stuck and 
scrapped. 

 C: Magnetic coupling external accessories such as the 
installation of the rack or bolt must not have loose defects. 

 D: Be sure to clean up the metal debris and note that there 
is no metal debris on the inner/outer rotor surface. 

 E: After installing, manually rotate the motor wind blade to 
make sure that the unit is functioning smoothly and free of 
blocking phenomenon. 

 F: Bearings should be lubricated periodically, usually 2-3 
months, in order to avoid serious consequences caused by 
severe wear. 

 G: The key of the magnetic coupling should cooperate  
closely without loose. 
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      Due to manufacturing and installation cannot be 
absolutely accurate, as well as the elastic deformation 
and temperature deformation of foundation, frame and 
other parts during working, the two axis connected by 
magnetic coupling is inevitable to produce relative 
deviation. The coupling is to connect two axial and 
transfer torque and motion, and has the ability to 
compensate the offset of two axis. In order to reduce 
vibration of mechanical drive system and impact peak 
load, the magnetic coupling has certain cushioning 
performance, and sometimes also has the role of 
overload safety protection. 

 

      If the axis deviation exceeds the allowable value or 
applied large torque, it may cause the coupling to 
reduce the magnetic force and shorten the service life. 
If there is abnormal sound during operation, please 
stop running immediately, and check the calibration, the 
interference of the shaft and the loosening of the screw 
etc. 

 

      For larger equipment with load change, in order to 
prevent loosening of the screw, please use adhesive or 
improve the part number. 
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Installation Instruction 
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Specification Data Required  for 
Magnetic Coupling Quotation 
  Motor output power(KW) 
  Motor speed(RPM) 
  Torque of the magnetic coupling 
  Working pressure of the housing 

(isolation sleeve) 
  Working temperature of magnetic 

coupling 
  Connector size of the output part (usually 

motor) 
  Technical drawing/Mounting Dimensions 

of the input part (usually pump) 
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GME Self-cleaning Filter 
       Using liquid recoil, 

compressed air recoil or 
scraper principle, GME 
self-cleaning filter 
automatically remove 
the impurities on the 
filter as the unique 
structure of the filter 
element, so as to avoid 
the trouble of replacing 
the filter. 

 

       Self-cleaning filter 
products using static 
isolation seal in the fluid 
filtration system to 
ensure that the fluid 
medium in the system 
will never leak to outside 
surface of the device 
during filtering, and to 
keep the equipment 
clean and effectively 
protect the environment. 

 

      The filter is the filter 
products that must be 
configured in fluid 
filtration, such as oil /  

      polyurethane industrial / 
food oil / paint / glue etc.  

 

       For filtration of high 
concentration of fluid 
media, GME self-cleaning 
filter cannot be replaced 
by any other filters. With 
filter accuracy up to 
0.1~0.5mm, it can 
achieve continuous 
filtration and the 
pressure resistance and 
durability of the filter 
core is extremely high. 
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Advantages of Self-cleaning Filter 

 Standard modular system design, the user can choose 
on demand, flexible and interchangeable. 

 Equipped with an all-aluminum housing, the filter's 
pressure resistance and durability are extremely high. 

 Reliable operation and easy maintenance, 100% 
factory inspection and commissioning. 

 Almost no routine maintenance, no special tools are 
required, long service life. 

 High-tech filter element is strong and wear-free. After 
many years of industrial practical verification, the 
effect of filtering and backwashing will not deteriorate 
with the lengthening of use time. The shaft head does 
not leak with long-term using, to ensure that the 
equipment clean and environmentally friendly. 
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GME Corporate Culture 
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 Customer Care 
 

     Quality is our life. Customer satisfaction is our eternal 
pursuit. Everything we do at GME is driven by an 
unyielding passion for excellence in identifying and 
delivering solutions that exceed expectations. 

 
 Innovation 

 

      In today's fast-developing global economy, innovation 
is critical to a company's survival. Our heritage inspires 
us to keep innovative thinking all the time for 
continuous improvement. 
 

 Co-Prosperity 
 

      A business cannot be successful unless it creates 
prosperity and opportunity for others. We have a 
dream--customers could win more through our Great 
Service; we have a dream—all GME people could 
realize their own dreams while striving for GME Dream. 
 

 Social Responsibility 
 

      Sustainability isn't only important for people and the 
planet, but also is vital for business success. We are 
environmentally responsible and drive to sustainability. 
And we actively support the communities and make 
contribution to society in which we do business. 
 



 
 
 
 

 

Shell Huang 
0086 17706028156 
diamond@greatmagtech.com  
Live:diamond_361 
0086 17706028156 
www.gme-magnet.com 
www.greatmagtech.com 
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